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ON THE QUANTITATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF
POLYNOMIAL NILSEQUENCES – ERRATUM
BEN GREEN AND TERENCE TAO
Abstract. This is an erratum to the paper The quantitative be-
haviour of polynomial orbits on nilmanifolds by the authors, pub-
lished as Ann. of Math. (2) 175 (2012), no. 2, 465–540. The
proof of Theorem 8.6 of that paper, which claims a distribution
result for multiparameter polynomial sequences on nilmanifolds,
was incorrect, and furthermore fails when at least one (but not
all) of the Ni are small. We provide two fixes for this issue here.
First, we deduce the “equal sides” case N1 = · · · = Nt = N of
this result from the 1-parameter results in the paper. This is the
same basic mode of argument we attempted originally, though the
details are different. The equal sides case is the only one required
in applications such as the proof of the inverse conjectures for the
Gowers norms due to the authors and Ziegler. Second, we sketch
a proof that the multiparameter result in its original generality,
that is to say without the equal sides restriction, does in fact hold,
if one excludes the case when one of the Ni are small. To obtain
this statement the entire argument of our paper must be run in
the context of multiparameter polynomial sequences g : Zt → G
rather than 1-parameter sequences g : Z→ G as is currently done.
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1. Introduction
We quote from [GT] and use its notation without any further com-
ment. The problematic part of that paper is Section 8, in which a
“multiparameter quantitative Leibman theorem”, [GT, Theorem 8.6]
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is established: results such as [GT, Theorem 1.19] and [GT, Theorem
2.9], which involve only one variable polynomial maps, are not affected.
In [GT, Section 8] we attempted to deduce a multiparameter result
from the 1-parameter version, [GT, Theorem 2.9]. Unfortunately the
deduction is erroneous: the problem comes with the line “By switching
the indices i1, . . . , it if necessary. . . ” towards the end of the proof.
The problem is that the horizontal character η defined towards the
start of the proof may change when this is done, and this invalidates
the argument. Furthermore, the theorem is in fact false in the case that
one of the Ni (but not all of them) is very small. For instance, consider
the polynomial map g : Z2 → R/Z given by g(n1, n2) = α(n1−1)n2 for
some irrational α, and take N1 = 2 and N2 = N for a large N . Then g
is highly non-equidistributed on [N1]× [N2], since it vanishes on the set
{1} × [N2], which is half of [N1]× [N2]. However, it has an extremely
large C∞([N1]× [N2]) norm.
We thank Bryna Kra and Wenbo Sun for drawing this oversight to
our attention, and for further drawing our attention to an error in the
first version of this erratum, and to Marius Mirek for conversations
that led to the counterexample when one of the Ni is small.
Our aim is to correct these oversights. First, we deduce a multipa-
rameter quantitative Leibman theorem from the 1-parameter version.
However we are only able to do this in the “equal parameters” case of
[GT, Theorem 8.6] in which N1 = · · · = Nt = N . To lift this restriction
seems to require running the entire argument of [GT] in the context of
multiparameter maps from Zt to G. In §4 we provide a guide to doing
this, of necessity extremely dependent on [GT]. The changes required
in the multivariate case propagate right back to the most basic result
in [GT], Proposition 3.1, which must be proven in a multivariate set-
ting. To avoid the above counterexample, one has to add the following
alternate conclusion to Theorem 8.6, namely that one has to also allow
for the possibility that Ni ≪ δ
−Od,m,t(1) for some i = 1, . . . , t.
The problematic result [GT, Theorem 8.6] was required in Sections
9 and 10 of [GT], and as a consequence those results are restricted to
the equal parameter case if one only uses the first fix contained in this
erratum. By following §4, one could remove this restriction, but now
one has to add the hypothesis that Ni > Cδ
−C for all i = 1, . . . , t and
a sufficiently large C depending on d,m, t (or on A,m, d, in the case of
Theorem 10.2).
Finally, in §5, we list some additional minor errata to [GT], which
we take the opportunity to record here.
Let us briefly summarise the subsequent publications depending on
[GT, Theorem 8.6] that we are aware of.
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• In [5], the proof of the GI(s) conjectures, the appeal to [GT]
occurs in Appendix D, specifically Theorem D.2. In this appli-
cation we have N1 = · · · = Nt = N .
• In [4], the appeal to [GT] occurs in the proof of the counting
lemma. A slightly modified version of the problematic [GT,
Theorem 8.6] is required, which is stated as [4, Theorem 3.6].
The proof of this is given in [4, Appendix B], where it may be
confirmed that again we only require the case N1 = · · · = Nt =
N .
• [2, 3] Whilst these papers do state results depending on [GT,
Theorem 8.6] in which the equal sides condition is not assumed,
the authors have confirmed to us that the main results of these
papers, and in particular the results used subsequently in [1],
only require the equal sides case.
Let us recall the precise statement of [GT, Theorem 8.6], corrected
as per the above discussion.
Theorem [GT, Theorem 8.6]. Let 0 < δ < 1/2, and let m, t > 1,
N1, . . . , Nt > 1 and d > 1 be integers. Write ~N = (N1, . . . , Nt) and
[ ~N ] = [N1]×· · ·× [Nt]. Suppose that G/Γ is an m-dimensional nilman-
ifold equipped with a 1
δ
-rational Mal’cev basis X adapted to some filtra-
tion G• of degree d, and that g ∈ poly(Z
t, G•). Then either (g(~n)Γ)~n∈[ ~N ]
is δ-equidistributed, or Ni ≪ δ
−Od,m,t(1) for some i = 1, . . . , t, or else
there is some horizontal character η with 0 < ‖η‖ ≪ δ−Od,m,t(1) such
that
‖η ◦ g‖C∞[ ~N ] ≪ δ
−Od,m,t(1).
In the “equal sides” case N1 = · · · = Nt, the alternative Ni ≪ δ
−Od,m,t(1)
may be deleted.
Notation. We will not explicitly indicate the dependence of con-
stants C or implied constants O() on the parameters m, t and d, which
will remain fixed throughout this erratum. We will write I for the set
of multi-indices ~i = (i1, . . . , it) of total degree at most d, that is to say
tuples of non-negative integers with i1 + · · ·+ it 6 d.
2. Some results on polynomials
In this section we record some useful distribution results on poly-
nomials which we will need in both of the proofs of [GT, Theorem
8.6].
We start with some remarks about Taylor coefficients and smooth-
ness norms. If f : Zt → R is a polynomial map then in [GT, Definition
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8.2] we defined the Taylor coefficients of f by writing
f(~n) =
∑
~i
α~i
(
~n
~i
)
. (2.1)
We then defined the smoothness norm
‖f‖C∞[ ~N ] := sup
~i 6=0
~N
~i‖α~i‖R/Z.
Here, however it is more convenient to use the conventional Taylor
expansion
f(~n) =
∑
~i
β~i~n
~i, (2.2)
and to consider the variant smoothness norm
‖f‖C∞
∗
[ ~N ] := sup
~i 6=0
~N
~i‖β~i‖R/Z.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that ‖f‖C∞
∗
[ ~N ] 6 M . Then there is some r =
O(1) such that ‖rf‖C∞[ ~N ] ≪ M .
Proof. This follows from the fact that α~i =
∑
~j∈I M~i,~jβ~j with eachM~i,~j
rational with height O(1) and M~i,~j = 0 when |
~j| < |~i|. 
We turn now to the following statement, which is actually the special
case G/Γ = R/Z of the problematic result [GT, Theorem 8.6].
Proposition 2.2. Suppose that g : Zt → R is a polynomial of to-
tal degree d, and let 0 < δ < 1
2
. Then either (g(n)(mod Z)) is δ-
equidistributed, or else there is some q ∈ Z, 0 < |q| ≪ δ−O(1), such that
‖qg‖C∞[ ~N ] ≪ δ
−O(1).
Proof. Slightly amusingly, the attempted argument of [GT, Theorem
8.6] is actually valid in this case. We run through the details briefly,
referring the reader to the aforementioned argument if further clar-
ification is required. A simple averaging argument confirms that, for
≫ δO(1)N2 . . . Nt values of (n2, . . . , nt) ∈ [N2×· · ·×Nt], the polynomial
sequence (gn2,...,nt(n)(mod Z))n∈[N1] is not δ
O(1)-equidistributed, where
gn2,...,nt(n) := g(n, n2, . . . , nt). For each such tuple, [GT, Theorem 2.9]
implies that there is an integer ηn2,...,nt with 0 < |ηn2,...,nt| ≪ δ
−O(1)
such that ‖ηn2,...,ntgn2,...,nt‖C∞[N1] ≪ δ
−O(1). By pigeonholing in the
δ−O(1) possible values of ηn2,...,nt and passing to a thinner set of tu-
ples (n2, . . . , nt) we may assume that ηn2,...,nt = η does not depend on
(n2, . . . , nt). Writing p := ηg, and continuing to argue as in the proof
of [GT, Theorem 8.6] as far as (8.2), we deduce that for all ~i with
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i1 > 0 there is some q~i ≪ δ
−O(1) such that ‖q~ip~i‖R/Z ≪ δ
−O(1)/ ~N
~i,
where p~i is the
~ith Taylor coefficient of p. Hence, defining q˜~i := ηq~i, we
have ‖q˜~ig~i‖R/Z ≪ δ
−O(1)/ ~N
~i. A similar argument holds whenever there
is some index j with ~ij > 0, that is to say whenever ~i 6= 0. Taking
q :=
∏
~i∈I q˜~i, the result follows. (Note that in the attempted argument
of [GT, Theorem 8.6] we would obtain different horizontal characters
ηj for each j, which cannot be combined by simple multiplication to
give a horizontal character independent of j as we did here.) 
We use the above proposition to obtain a generalisation of [GT,
Lemma 4.5] to polynomials of several variables.
Proposition 2.3. Suppose that g : Zt → R is a polynomial such that
‖g(~n)‖R/Z 6 ε for at least δN1 . . . Nt values of ~n ∈ [ ~N ], where ε < δ/10.
Then there is some Q ≪ δ−O(1) such that ‖Qg‖C∞[ ~N ] ≪ δ
−O(1)ε. In
particular, ‖Qg(~0)‖R/Z ≪ δ
−O(1)ε.
Proof. This is essentially the same as the proof of [GT, Lemma 4.5].
We include the argument for convenience. If ε ≫ δC then the result
follows immediately from Proposition 2.2, so assume this is not the
case. Expand
g(~n) =
∑
~i∈I
α~i
(
~n
~i
)
as a Taylor series. It follows from the assumption that none of the
polynomials λg, λ 6 δ/2ε, is δO(1)-equidistributed on [ ~N ]. Thus by
Proposition 2.3 we see that for each λ 6 δ/2ε there is qλ ≪ δ
−O(1)
such that ‖qλλα~i‖R/Z ≪ δ
−O(1)/ ~N
~i for all ~i ∈ I . Pigeonholing in the
possible values of qλ we see that there is q ≪ δ
−O(1) such that for
≫ δO(1)/ε values of λ 6 δ/2ε we have ‖λqα~i‖R/Z ≪ δ
−O(1)/ ~N
~i for all
~i ∈ I . It follows from [GT, Lemma 3.2] that for each ~i ∈ I there is
q~i ≪ δ
−O(1) such that ‖q~iα~i‖R/Z ≪ εδ
−O(1)/ ~N
~i. Writing Q :=
∏
~i∈I q~i,
we see that Q≪ δ−O(1) and that ‖Qα~i‖R/Z ≪ εδ
−O(1)/ ~N
~i for all~i ∈ I .
To get the final conclusion, note that
‖Q(g(~n)− g(~0))‖R/Z ≪ δ
−O(1)ε
whenever ~n ∈ [ ~N ]. Since there is at least one value of ~n such that
‖g(~n)‖R/Z 6 ε, and Q≪ δ
−O(1), the result follows. 
We will need the following lemma of Schwartz-Zippel type.
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Lemma 2.4 (Schwartz-Zippel type lemma). Let f : Zt → R be a non-
zero polynomial of degree d. Then the number of zeros of f in [L]t ⊂ Zt
is bounded by Od,t(L
t−1).
Proof. We proceed by induction on t, the result being clear when t = 1.
Expand
f(n1, . . . , nt) = cd(n1, . . . , nt−1)n
d
t + · · ·+ c0(n1, . . . , nt−1).
For at least one value of i the polynomial ci(n1, . . . , nt−1) is not iden-
tically zero, and hence has Od,t(L
t−2) roots (n1, . . . , nt−1) ∈ [L]
t−1 by
the inductive hypothesis. However if (n1, . . . , nt−1) is not one of these
roots then f is nontrivial as a polynomial in nt, and hence is satisfied
by no more than d values of nt. 
3. Proof of [GT, Theorem 8.6] in the case N1 = · · · = Nt
In this section we have N1 = . . . = Nt = N .
Let L be a positive integer parameter to be specified later (it will be
δ−C for some large C), and write ~L := (L, . . . , L). Let the notation be
as in [GT, Theorem 8.6], as repeated above. The first step is to cover
the cube [N ]t by one-parameter progressions of length N/L2 pointing
in various directions. More precisely, we have
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that (g(~n)Γ)~n∈[ ~N ] fails to be δ-equidistributed.
Suppose that ~q ∈ [~L] = [L]t. Suppose that N > L2 and that L > C/δ for
some large C. Then (g(~x+ ~qn)Γ)n∈[N/L2] fails to be
1
2
δ-equidistributed
for at least 1
4
δN t tuples ~x ∈ [ ~N ].
Proof. Since (g(~n)Γ)~n∈[ ~N ] is not δ-equidistributed, there is some Lips-
chitz function F : G/Γ→ C,
∫
G/Γ
F = 0, such that
|E~n∈[ ~N ]F (g(~n))| > δ‖F‖Lip.
However, introducing an additional averaging, the left-hand side is
equal to
E~x∈[ ~N ]En∈[N/L2]F (g(~x+ ~qn)) +O(
1
L
‖F‖Lip).
In particular if L > C/δ with C large enough then we have
E~x∈[ ~N ]En∈[N/L2]F (g(~x+ ~qn)) >
3
4
δ‖F‖Lip.
It follows that for at least 1
4
δNd tuples ~x we have
En∈[N/L2]F (g(~x+ ~qn)) >
1
2
δ‖F‖Lip,
and this implies the result. 
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Write p(~n) := π(g(~n)), where π is projection onto the horizontal
torus (G/Γ)ab. Recall that the horizontal torus has dimension mab,
so p takes values in Rmab . The total degree (highest degree of any
monomial) of p is at most d. Expand
p(~x+ ~qn) =
d∑
i=1
∑
~i∈I :|~i|=i
c~i(~x)~q
~ini. (3.1)
Here, the c~i : Z
t → Rmab are polynomials of total degree at most d.
Now we claim that the map from Z to G defined by n 7→ g(~x+ ~qn)
lies in poly(Z, G•). Indeed the map from Z
t to G given by ~n 7→
g(~x + ~q · ~n) lies in poly(Zt, G•) by [GT, Corollary 6.8], and so it
suffices to check that if h(~n) ∈ poly(Zt, G•) then the diagonal map
h∆(n) := h(n, n, . . . , n) lies in poly(Z, G•). But this is obvious from
the definition, [GT, Definition 6.1].
Suppose that (g(~x+ ~qn)Γ)n∈[N/L2] fails to be
1
2
δ-equidistributed. By
Lemma 3.1, for every ~q ∈ [~L] this is so for at least 1
4
δN t values of
~x ∈ [ ~N ]. By [GT, Theorem 2.9], which is applicable by the claim in
the preceding paragraph, the following is therefore true. For all ~q with
0 6 qi < L, there are at least
1
4
δN t choices of ~x ∈ [ ~N ] such that there
is some ξ(~q, ~x) ∈ Zmab , 0 < |ξ(~q, ~x)| ≪ δ−O(1), such that
∥∥ξ(~q, ~x) · ∑
~i:|~i|=i
c~i(~x)~q
~i
∥∥
R/Z
≪ (L/δ)O(1)N−i
for all i = 1, . . . , d.
By the pigeonhole principle there is some ξ ∈ Zmab , 0 < |ξ| ≪ δ−O(1),
together with a subset S ⊂ [~L] × [ ~N ], |S | ≫ δO(1)(LN)t, such that
ξ(~q, ~x) = ξ whenever (~q, ~x) ∈ S . For each ~q ∈ [~L], write Xq := {~x ∈
[ ~N ] : (~q, ~x) ∈ S }. Then for ≫ δO(1)Lt values of ~q ∈ [~L] we have
|Xq| ≫ δ
O(1)N t. Let Q be the set of such ~q.
Thus ∥∥ξ · ∑
~i:|~i|=i
c~i(~x)~q
~i
∥∥
R/Z
≪ (L/δ)O(1)N−i (3.2)
whenever ~x ∈ X~q, and for all i = 1, . . . , d, and if ~q ∈ Q then |X~q| ≫
δC
′
N t.
Now we apply Proposition 2.3, with g : Zt → R given by
g(~x) = gi,~q(~x) := ξ ·
∑
~i:|~i|=i
c~i(~x)~q
~i.
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If N > (L/δ)C for C large enough then ε := (L/δ)O(1)N−i is small
enough that ε < 1
10
δC
′
and so the proposition applies.
We conclude that for each ~q ∈ Q and for each i = 1, . . . , d there is
some Qi = Qi(~q), Qi(~q)≪ δ
−O(1), such that
∥∥Qi(~q)ξ · ∑
~i:|~i|=i
c~i(
~0)~q
~i
∥∥
R/Z
≪ (L/δ)O(1)N−i.
Since there are ≪ δ−O(1) possibilities for (Q1(~q), . . . , Qd(~q)), we may
pass to a set Q′ ⊂ Q, |Q′| ≫ δO(1)Ld, such that Qi(~q) = Qi is in-
dependent of ~q as ~q ranges over Q′. Setting ξ˜ := Q1 . . . Qdξ, we then
have
‖ξ˜ ·
∑
~i:|~i|=i
c~i(
~0)~q
~i‖R/Z ≪ (L/δ)
O(1)N−i. (3.3)
for all ~q ∈ Q′ and for all i = 1, . . . , d.
We claim that if L = δ−C with C big enough then as a consequence
of (3.3) we have
∥∥ ˜˜ξ · c~i(~0)∥∥R/Z ≪ (L/δ)O(1)N−i ≪ δ−O(1)N−i (3.4)
for all ~i ∈ I , where
˜˜
ξ = Q˜ξ˜ with |Q˜| ≪ δ−O(1).
Leaving the proof of this claim aside for the moment, setting ~x = ~0
and n = 1 in (3.1) reveals that
p(~n) =
∑
~i∈I
c~i(
~0)~n
~i,
and so (3.4) implies that ‖ ˜˜ξ ·p‖C∞
∗
[ ~N ] ≪ δ
−O(1). By Lemma 2.1, there is
some r = O(1) such that ‖r ˜˜ξ·p‖C∞[ ~N ] ≪ δ
−O(1). Defining the horizontal
character η to be r
˜˜
ξ · π, this concludes the proof of [GT, Theorem 8.6]
in the case N1 = · · · = Nt = N .
It remains to check the claim (3.4). We do this by taking linear com-
binations of (3.3) for different ~q ∈ Q′ in order to isolate each individual
Taylor coefficient c~i(
~0). The key input is the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Let Q ⊂ [L]t be a set of size εLt, and to each ~q ∈ Q
associate the vector v~q := (~q
~i)~i∈I ∈ Q
I . Then, provided L > C/ε, the
v~q span Q
I .
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Proof. If not, there is some w ∈ QI such that w · v~q = 0 for all ~q ∈ Q.
Thus ∑
~i
w~i~q
~i = 0
whenever ~q ∈ Q. This is a polynomial equation of total degree i in
q1, . . . , qt, and it is not the trivial polynomial. Therefore by Lemma 2.4
this equation has O(Lt−1) < |Q| solutions, contrary to assumption. 
Returning to our proof of the claim (3.4), take L = δ−C large enough
that Lemma 3.2 applies (with ε := |Q′|/N t). Then for each ~i ∈ I we
may select ~q1, . . . , ~q|I | ∈ Q
′ and rationals γm such that
1~i=~j =
|I |∑
m=1
γm~q
~j
m.
Inverting these linear relations using the adjoint formula for the inverse
(or by using Siegel’s lemma), we see that the γm are all rationals of
height ≪ δ−O(1). Taking Q˜ to be the product of the denominators of
all these γm, across all values of ~i ∈ I , we have Q˜≪ δ
−O(1) and now
Q˜1~i=~j =
|I |∑
m=1
γ′m~q
~j
m
with the γ′m being integers of size at most δ
−O(1). We may now take
appropriate linear combinations of (3.3) to get the claim (3.4), thereby
concluding the argument.
4. Removing the restriction N1 = · · · = Nt
As remarked in the introduction, we have been unable to deduce
[GT, Theorem 8.6] as stated (with the parameters N1, . . . , Nt not all
equal) from the 1-parameter statement. To obtain this result we instead
need to rerun the entire argument of the first seven sections of [GT]
in the multiparameter setting. Unfortunately this makes an already
complicated argument look even more fearsome. In this section we
write [ ~N ] = [N1]× · · · × [Nt].
Note first of all that the result follows from the following multidi-
mensional version of [GT, Theorem 7.1].
Theorem 4.1 (Variant of Main Theorem). Let m∗, m, d, t > 0 be in-
tegers with m∗ 6 m. Let 0 < δ < 1/2 and suppose that N1, . . . , Nt > 1.
Suppose that G/Γ is a nilmanifold and that G• is a filtration of de-
gree d and with nonlinearity degree m∗. Suppose that X is a 1/δ-
rational Mal’cev basis adapted to G• and suppose that g ∈ poly(Z, G•).
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If (g(~n)Γ)~n∈[ ~N ] is not δ-equidistributed then there is a horizontal char-
acter η with 0 < |η| ≪ δ−Om,m∗,d,t(1) such that
‖η ◦ g‖C∞[ ~N ] ≪ δ
−Om,m∗,d,t(1).
As in [GT, §7], we prove this by induction on d and m∗, assuming
that the claim has already been proven for smaller d (and arbitrary
m∗), or for the same value of d and a lesser value of m∗.
We allow all implied constants to depend onm∗, d, t. By [GT, Lemma
3.7] (which extends without difficulty to the multidimensional case),
we may assume that the orbit (g(~n)Γ)~n∈[ ~N ] is not δ
O(1)-equidistributed
along some vertical frequency ξ ∈ Zmd with |ξ| ≪ δ−O(1). Thus there
is some function F : G/Γ→ C with ‖F‖Lip 6 1 and vertical frequency
ξ such that
|E~n∈[ ~N ]F (g(~n)Γ)−
∫
G/Γ
F | ≫ δO(1). (4.1)
If ξ = 0 then F is Gd-invariant and we may descend to G/Gd, to-
gether with the filtration G•/Gd which has length d − 1, and invoke
our inductive hypothesis, exactly as in [GT, §7]. Thus we may assume
that ξ 6= 0. Since F has ξ as a vertical frequency, (4.1) becomes
|E~n∈[ ~N ]F (g(~n)Γ)| ≫ δ
O(1). (4.2)
Arguing exactly as in [GT, §7], we may reduce to the case g(0) = idG.
Next, we reduce to the case when ψ(g(ei)) ∈ [0, 1]
m for i = 1, . . . , t,
where e1, . . . , et is the standard basis for Z
t. To reduce to this case, we
factorise g(ei) = {g(ei)}[g(ei)] as in [GT, Lemma A.14], then set
g˜(~n) := g(~n)[g(e1)]
−n1 . . . [g(et)]
−nt .
Then g˜(~n)Γ = g(~n)Γ, g˜(0) = idG, g˜ ∈ poly(Z
t, G•) and π(g˜(~n)Γ) =
π(g(~n)Γ), so proving Theorem 4.1 for g is equivalent to proving it for g˜.
As g˜(ei) = {g(ei)}, we have thus reduced to the case ψ(g(ei)) ∈ [0, 1]
m
for i = 1, . . . , t as desired.
Henceforth we assume g(0) = idG and ψ(g(ei)) ∈ [0, 1]
m for i =
1, . . . , t. We then apply [GT, Corollary 4.2] (extended to higher di-
mensions in the obvious fashion) to deduce that for ≫ δO(1)N values
of ~h ∈ [− ~N, ~N ], we have
|E~n∈[ ~N ]F (g(~n+
~h)Γ)F (g(~n)Γ)| ≫ δO(1). (4.3)
We factor g = gnlinglin, where
glin(~n) := g(e1)
n1 . . . g(et)
nt
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is the linear part of g, and
gnlin(~n) := g(~n)glin(~n)
−1
is the nonlinear part of g. Both maps are polynomial maps from Zt
to G; note that gnlin takes the values 1G at 0 and at e1, . . . , et, and so
by Taylor expansion we may view gnlin as the product of finitely many
functions of the form ~n 7→ g
(~n~j)
~j
for some ~j with |~j| > 2, and some
g~j ∈ G|~j|. In particular, gnlin takes values in G2. We may then rewrite
(4.3) as
|E~n∈[ ~N ]F~h(g~h(~n)Γ
2)| ≫ δO(1), (4.4)
where F~h : G
2/Γ2 → C is the function
F~h(x, y) := F ({glin(
~h)}x)F (y)
and g~h : Z
t → G2/Γ2 is the sequence
g~h(~n) := ({glin(
~h)}−1gnlin(~n+ ~h)glin(~n+ ~h)[glin(~h)]
−1, g(~n)). (4.5)
One can check that g~h takes values in G
 := G×G2G. We may therefore
replace (4.4) by
|E~n∈[ ~N ]F

~h
(g~h (~n)Γ
)| ≫ δO(1) (4.6)
by restricting everything in that equation to an object on G, thus for
instance g~h : Z
t → G is the map g~h : Z
t → G2 with range restricted
to G.
By repeating the arguments in [GT, §7], F~h is invariant under G
∆
d =
{(gd, gd) : gd ∈ Gd}. Thus F

~h
descends to a function F~h on G
 :=
G/G∆d and we may write (4.6) as
|E~n∈[ ~N ]F

~h
(g~h (~n)Γ
)| ≫ δO(1), (4.7)
where Γ := Γ/(Γ ∩G∆d ).
We now have the key degree reduction proposition.
Proposition 4.2 (Reduction in degree). Define (G)i := Gi ×Gi+1
Gi for i = 1, . . . , d. Then (G
)• is a filtration on G
 of degree d.
Since (G)d = G
∆
d , it descends under quotienting by G
∆
d to a filtration
(G)• of degree d − 1 on G
. Each polynomial sequence g~h lies in
poly(Zt, (G)•), and hence each reduced polynomial sequence g~h lies in
poly(Zt, (G)•).
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Proof. The first part of this proposition follows from [GT, Proposition
7.2]; the remaining task is to show that g~h lies in poly(Z
t, (G)•).
Conjugating by ({glin(~h)}, 1G) ∈ G
2, it suffices to show that
~n 7→ (gnlin(~n + ~h)glin(~n+ ~h)glin(~h), gnlin(~n)glin(~n))
lies in poly(Zt, (G)•). By arguing as in the proof of [GT, Proposition
7.2],
~n 7→ (gnlin(~n + ~h), gnlin(~n))
already lies in poly(Zt, (G)•), so it suffices to show that
~n 7→ (glin(~n+ ~h)glin(~h)
−1, gnlin(~n))
lies in poly(Zt, (G)•). We expand this as
~n 7→ (g(e1)
n1+h1 . . . g(et)
nt+htg(et)
−ht . . . g(e1)
−h1 , g(e1)
n1 . . . g(et)
nt).
Conjugating by (g(e1)
h1, 1G) and then factoring out (g(e1)
n1, g(e1)
n1),
we may remove all factors of g(e1) here; iterating this procedure t− 1
further times we obtain the claim. 
Now recall the following.
Lemma [GT, Lemma 7.4]. There is an O(δ−O(1))-rational Mal’cev ba-
sis X = {X1 , . . . , X

m
} for G/Γ adapted to the filtration (G)•
with the property that ψX(x, x
′) is a polynomial of degree O(1) with ra-
tional coefficients of height δ−O(1) in the coordinates ψ(x), ψ(x′). With
respect to the metric dX we have ‖F

~h
‖Lip ≪ δ
−O(1) uniformly in ~h.
By reducing the first m := m − md elements of X
 we obtain
an O(δ−O(1))-rational Mal’cev basis X = {X1 , . . . , X

m
} for G/Γ
adapted to the filtration (G)•. With respect to the metric dX we
have ‖F~h ‖Lip ≪ δ
−O(1).
Since (G)• has degree d − 1 our inductive hypothesis is applicable
and we conclude that for ≫ δO(1)N1 . . . Nt values of ~h ∈ [− ~N, ~N ] there
is some horizontal character η~h : G
 → R/Z with 0 < |η~h| ≪ δ
−O(1)
and
‖η~h ◦ g

~h
‖C∞[ ~N ] ≪ δ
−O(1).
By pigeonholing in ~h we may assume that η = η~h is independent of
~h. Writing η : G → R/Z for the horizontal character defined by
η(x) = η(x), we see that 0 < |η| ≪ δ−O(1) and that
‖η ◦ g~h ‖C∞[ ~N ] ≪ δ
−O(1). (4.8)
Next recall the following.
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Lemma [GT, Lemma 7.5]. We have a decomposition η(g′, g) = η1(g)+
η2(g
′g−1) for all (g′, g) ∈ G, where η1 : G → R/Z is a horizontal
character on G, and η2 : G2 → R/Z is a horizontal character on G2
which also annihilates [G,G2]. Furthermore we have |η1|, |η2| ≪ δ
−O(1).
Recalling the formula (4.5) for g~h (~n) = g~h(~n), we therefore have
η(g~h (~n)) = η1(g(n))+
η2({glin(~h)}
−1gnlin(~n+ ~h)glin(~n + ~h)[glin(~h)]
−1glin(~n)
−1gnlin(~n)
−1).
If η2 is trivial, we thus have the conclusion of [GT, Theorem 8.6], so
we may assume henceforth that η2 is non-trivial. As η2 vanishes on
[G,G2], the above expression is equal to
η1(g(n)) + η2(gnlin(n + h))−
η2(gnlin(n)) + η2({glin(~h)}
−1glin(~n+ ~h)[glin(~h)]
−1glin(~n)
−1).
We simplify this expression further as follows. As η2 vanishes on
[G, [G,G]] ⊂ [G,G2], we have
η2(abcd) = η2(acbd) + η2([b, c]) (4.9)
whenever a, b, c, d ∈ G are such that abcd ∈ G2 (or equivalently acbd ∈
G2). From this we may conclude that the map (b, c) 7→ η2([b, c])
is a bilinear and antisymmetric map from G × G to R/Z. Writing
[glin(~h)]
−1 = glin(~h)
−1{glin(~h)}, we thus have
η2({glin(~h)}
−1glin(~n + ~h)[glin(~h)]
−1glin(~n)
−1)
= η2([{glin(~h)}
−1, glin(~n+ ~h)glin(~h)
−1])+
η2(glin(~n+ ~h)glin(~h)
−1glin(~n)
−1)
=
t∑
i=1
niη2([g(ei), {glin(~h)}]) + η2(glin(~n+ ~h)glin(~h)
−1glin(~n)
−1).
Using (4.9) we may write η2(glin(~n + ~h)glin(~h)
−1glin(~n)
−1) as
η2(g(e1)
n1+h1 . . . g(et)
nt+htg(et)
−ht . . . g(e1)
−h1g(et)
−nt . . . g(e1)
−n1)
= η2([g(et)
nt , g(et−1)
ht−1 . . . g(e1)
−h1])+
η2(g(e1)
n1+h1 . . . g(et−1)
nt−1+ht−1g(et−1)
−ht−1 . . .
g(e1)
−h1g(et−1)
−nt−1 . . . g(e1)
−n1);
iterating this t times and using the bilinearity of (b, c) 7→ η2([b, c]), this
becomes ∑
16j<i6t
hjniη2([g(ei), g(ej)]).
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Putting all this together, we thus have
η(g~h (~n)) = P (~n) +Q(~n +
~h)−Q(~n) +
t∑
i=1
σi(~h)ni
where
P (~n) := η1(g(~n))
Q(~n) := η2(gnlin(~n))
σi(~h) := η2([g(ei), {glin(~h)}]) +
∑
16j<i
hjη2([g(ei), g(ej)]).
Note that P,Q are polynomial maps from Zt to R/Z of degree at most
d, with
P (0) = Q(0) = Q(ei) = 0
for i = 1, . . . , t. From (4.8) we thus have
‖P (~n) +Q(~n + ~h)−Q(~n) +
t∑
i=1
σi(~h)ni‖C∞[ ~N ] ≪ δ
−O(1) (4.10)
for ≫ δ−O(1)N1 . . . Nt values of ~h ∈ [− ~N, ~N ].
We now perform a multidimensional version of the arguments used
to establish [GT, Lemma 7.6]. Let 1 6 i, j 6 t. If we apply the second-
order difference operator ∂ei∂ej to the expression inside the norm in
(4.10), and then evaluate at ~n = 0, we see that
‖∂ei∂ej (P −Q)(0) + ∂ei∂ejQ(
~h)‖R/Z ≪ δ
−O(1)N−1i N
−1
j .
Applying Proposition 2.3 we conclude that
‖∂ei∂ej (P −Q)(0) + ∂ei∂ejQ‖C∞[ ~N ],δ−O(1) ≪ δ
−O(1)N−1i N
−1
j .
In particular, we have
‖∂ei1 . . . ∂eijQ(0)‖R/Z,δ−O(1) ≪ δ
−O(1)N−1i1 . . . N
−1
ij
whenever j > 3. By Taylor expansion, we thus have
Q(~n) =
∑
16i<j6t
αijninj +
t∑
i=1
αii
(
ni
2
)
+R(~n)
where αij := ∂ei∂ejQ(0) and R obeys the bounds
R(0) = R(ei) = R(ei + ej) = 0
for 1 6 i, j 6 t and
‖R‖C∞[ ~N ],δ−O(1) ≪ δ
−O(1).
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Substituting this back into (4.10), we conclude that
‖P (~n)+∂~hR(~n) +
t∑
i=1
(
t∑
j=1
αijhj + σi(~h))ni+
∑
16i<j6t
αijhihj +
t∑
i=1
αii
(
hi
2
)
‖C∞[ ~N ] ≪ δ
−O(1)
for≫ δO(1)N1 . . . Nt values of ~h ∈ [− ~N, ~N ]. If we apply ∂ei and evaluate
at 0 for one such ~h, recalling that P (0) = 0, we conclude that
‖P (ei) + ∂ei∂~hR(~n) + (
t∑
j=1
αijhj + σi(~h))‖R/Z ≪ δ
−O(1)N−1i
which by the properties of R implies that
‖P (ei) + (
t∑
j=1
αijhj + σi(~h))‖R/Z,δ−O(1) ≪ δ
−O(1)N−1i . (4.11)
By the pigeonhole principle, we may thus find 1 6 q ≪ δ−O(1) such
that, for ≫ δO(1)N1 . . . Nt values of ~h ∈ [− ~N, ~N ], one has
‖qP (ei) + q(
t∑
j=1
αijhj + σi(~h))‖R/Z ≪ δ
−O(1)N−1i
for all 1 6 i 6 t. By multiplying η1, η2 by q if necessary we may assume
in fact that q = 1, thus
‖P (ei) +
t∑
j=1
αijhj + σi(~h)‖R/Z ≪ δ
−O(1)N−1i .
We expand this as
‖βi +
t∑
j=1
α′ijhj + η2([g(ei), {glin(
~h)}])‖R/Z ≪ δ
−O(1)N−1i ,
where
βi := η1(g(ei))
and
α′ij := ∂ei∂ejQ(0) + 1j<iη2([g(ei), g(ej)]).
As the map (b, c) 7→ η2([b, c]) is bilinear, the map c 7→ η2([g(ei), c]) is a
homomorphism. Thus there exists ζi ∈ R
m such that
η2([g(ei), x]) = ζi · ψ(x)(mod Z)
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for all x ∈ G. As discussed after [GT, (7.15)], all but the first mlin
coefficients of ζi are non-zero, and |ζi| ≪ δ
−O(1). We thus have
‖βi +
t∑
j=1
α′ijhj + ζi · {
t∑
j=i
γjhj}‖R/Z ≪ δ
−O(1)N−1i , (4.12)
for ≫ δO(1)N1 . . . Nt values of ~h ∈ [− ~N, ~N ], where γj := ψ(g(ej)).
To handle this conclusion, we require the following multiparameter
version of [GT, Claim 7.7].
Lemma 4.3. Let β, α1, . . . , αt ∈ R and suppose that ζ, γ1, . . . , γt ∈ R
m.
Let N,N1, . . . , Nt be parameters and set [− ~N, ~N ] :=
∏t
j=1[−Nj , Nj].
Suppose that |ζ | 6 1/δ and that
‖β +
t∑
j=1
αjhj + ζ · {
t∑
j=1
γjhj}‖R/Z 6 1/δN
for > δN1 . . . Nt values of ~h ∈ [− ~N, ~N ]. Then at least one of the
following two statements is true:
(i) There is r ∈ Z, 0 < r ≪ δ−O(1), such that ‖rζl(mod Z)‖R/Z ≪
δ−O(1)/N for l = 1, . . . , m;
(ii) There exists k ∈ Zm, 0 < |k| ≪ δ−O(1), such that ‖k · γj‖R/Z ≪
δ−O(1)/Nj for all j = 1, . . . , t.
The implied constant O(1) may depend on m and t.
The proof of this statement goes along rather similar lines to that
of [GT, Claim 7.7]. However, the aforementioned proof was itself out-
sourced to no fewer than three earlier results from that paper, namely
[GT, Proposition 3.1, Lemma 3.2, Proposition 5.3], which depend upon
one another in sequence and which must now be formulated in a mult-
parameter setting. On account of this undesirable state of affairs we
give more details of these deductions in Appendix A.
Applying Lemma 4.3 to (4.12) for i = 1, . . . , t (withm = mlin, β = βi,
αi = α
′
ij , ζ = ζi and N = Ni), we see that either
(i) There is 1 6 r ≪ δ−O(1) such that
‖rζil(mod Z)‖R/Z ≪ δ
−O(1)/Ni
for i = 1, . . . , t and l = 1, . . . , mlin, where ζil is the el-component
of ζi; or
(ii) There exists k ∈ Zmlin , 0 < |k| ≪ δ−O(1) such that ‖k ·γj‖R/Z ≪
δ−O(1)/Nj for j = 1, . . . , t.
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Note that a priori the application of Lemma 4.3 gives, in option (i), a
value of r that depends on i. However by defining r = r1 . . . rt we can
eliminate this dependence.
If claim (ii) holds, then the horizontal character
η : x 7→ k · ψ(x)(mod Z)
is non-trivial and obeys the conclusion of Theorem 4.1 by arguing ex-
actly as in [GT, §7], so suppose instead that claim (i) holds. For each
1 6 j 6 m, let τj : G→ R/Z be the map
τj(x) := rη2([x, exp(Xj)]).
As in [GT, §7], τj is a horizontal character annihilating G2 with |τj| ≪
δ−O(1), and
τj(g(~n)) = r
t∑
i=1
niζij(mod Z),
so that ‖τj‖C∞[ ~N ] ≪ δ
−O(1). Thus, if any of the τj is non-zero, we
obtain the conclusion of Theorem 4.1. The only remaining case is if
τj = 0 for all j = 1, . . . , m. Arguing as in [GT, §7], this implies that
η2 annihilates [G,G]. Thus the ζi vanish and α
′
ij = αij, so that (4.12)
simplifies to
‖βi +
t∑
j=1
αijhj‖R/Z ≪ δ
−O(1)N−1i
for all 1 6 i 6 m and ≫ δO(1)N1 . . . Nt values of ~h ∈ [− ~N, ~N ]. Apply-
ing [GT, Lemma 3.2] in each variable hj separately, we conclude that
either1 Ni ≪ δ
−O(1) for some i, or else that
‖αij‖R/Z,δ−O(1) ≪ δ
−O(1)N−1i N
−1
j
for all 1 6 i, j 6 m. Arguing as in [GT, §7] this implies that
‖qη2 ◦ gnlin‖C∞[ ~N ] ≪ δ
−O(1)
for some 1 6 q ≪ δ−O(1); by dilating η, η1, η2 by q we may take q = 1,
thus
‖η2 ◦ gnlin‖C∞[ ~N ] ≪ δ
−O(1).
The remainder of the proof of Theorem 4.1 then proceeds by a routine
adaptation of the last half of [GT, §7] to the multi-dimensional case.
1This possibility was omitted in previous versions of this erratum.
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5. Minor errata
We take the opportunity to correct some further small points in [GT].
• In the proof of [GT, Lemma 3.2], k and q are the same.
• The invocation of [GT, Lemma 3.2] in the proof of [GT, Propo-
sition 5.3] is only valid in the regime supi |ζi| 6
δ
2(1+m)
, due to
the hypothesis ε 6 δ/2 in [GT, Lemma 3.2]. However, the con-
clusion |α| ≪m supi |ζi|δ
−C/N is trivially valid in the remaining
case supi |ζi| >
δ
2(1+m)
, due to the hypothesis |α| 6 1/δN . See
also the proof of Proposition A.3 (a multiparameter version of
[GT, Proposition 5.3]) below.
• After (7.6), gh should be g˜h.
• The last lines of the proof of Proposition 7.2 are valid for the
case j > 1. For the j = 0 case, one needs to replace Gj+1 by G2,
that is to say one needs to verify g
(n+hi )
i = g
(ni)
i (mod G2). For
i > 2 this is clear; for i = 0, 1 one can verify that gi is trivial
since g2(0) = g2(1) = idG.
• The proof of Lemma 7.8 is not correct as it stands, because we
failed to check that [G′1, G
′
1] ⊆ G
′
2. For this to hold we need
ker η˜2 ⊂ [G,G], which is not in general true. However, earlier
arguments in Section 7 complete the analysis unless we are in
this case, by the remarks at the bottom of page 512. Note that
there is a further small misprint on page 512, line -3: this should
state that η2 annihilates [G,G].
Appendix A. A lemma about bracket forms
The purpose of this section is to indicate the proof of Lemma 4.3. As
noted in the main text, this is a multiparameter version of [GT, Claim
7.7], and is proven in an analogous manner. Throughout this appendix
we will have parameters N1, . . . , Nt and will write [ ~N ] :=
∏t
j=1[Nj ],
[− ~N, ~N ] :=
∏t
j=1[−Nj , Nj]. We will also occasionally use a further
parameter N .
We begin with a multiparameter version of [GT, Proposition 3.1],
proven in a very similar manner to that result.
Proposition A.1. Let m > 1, let 0 < δ < 1
2
, and let γ1, . . . , γt ∈ R
m.
If the sequence (γ1n1 + · · · + γtnt)~n∈[ ~N ] is not δ-equidistributed in the
torus (R/Z)m then there exists some k ∈ Zm with 0 < |k| ≪ δ−O(1)
such that ‖k · γj‖R/Z ≪ δ
−O(1)/Nj for all j = 1, . . . , t.
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Proof. We argue exactly as in the proof of [GT, Proposition 3.1] (which
is a standard quantitative Weyl equidistribution argument). With ex-
tremely minimal changes, we arrive at the conclusion that there is some
k ∈ Zm, 0 < |k| ≪ δ−O(1), such that
|E~n∈[ ~N ]e(k · (n1γ1 + · · ·+ ntγt))| ≫ δ
O(1).
The average here factors into an average over each nj separately. Each
of these averages is trivially bounded by 1 and so we have
|Enj∈[Nj ]e((k · γj)nj)| ≫ δ
O(1)
for j = 1, . . . , t. Using the standard estimate
|En∈[N ]e(nt)| ≪ min
(
1,
1
N‖t‖R/Z
)
,
the conclusion follows. 
Next we need a multiparameter version of [GT, Lemma 3.2].
Lemma A.2. Suppose that ~α ∈ Rt, 0 < δ < 1
2
and 0 < ε 6 1
2
δ. Let
I ⊂ R/Z be an interval of length ε such that ~α · ~n ∈ I for at least
δN1 . . . Nt values of ~n ∈ [ ~N ]. Then there is q ∈ Z, 0 < |q| ≪ δ
−O(1),
such that ‖qαj‖R/Z ≪ εδ
−O(1)/Nj for j = 1, . . . , t.
Proof. This follows easily from [GT, Lemma 3.2] applied in each vari-
able separately. Indeed for each j there is a choice of the nj′, j
′ 6= j,
such that αjnj ∈ I˜ for at least δNj values of nj ∈ [Nj]. Here, I˜
is simply I translated by
∑
j′ 6=j αj′nj′. Applying [GT, Lemma 3.2],
we conclude that there is qj ∈ Z, 0 < |qj | ≪ δ
−O(1), such that
‖qjαj‖R/Z ≪ εδ
−O(1)/Nj. Setting q := q1 . . . qt gives the result. 
Now we establish a multiparameter version of [GT, Proposition 5.3].
Proposition A.3. Let β, α1, . . . , αt ∈ R and suppose that ζ, γ1, . . . , γt ∈
Rm. Suppose that
‖β +
t∑
j=1
αjhj + ζ · {
t∑
j=1
γjhj}‖R/Z 6 1/δN (A.1)
for > δN1 . . . Nt values of ~h ∈ [− ~N, ~N ]. Suppose that |αj| 6 1/δNj and
additionally that |ζ | 6 1/δ. Then either supl |ζl| ≪ δ
−O(1)/N or else
there exists k ∈ Zm, 0 < |k| ≪ δ−O(1), such that ‖k·γj‖R/Z ≪ δ
−O(1)/Nj
for all j = 1, . . . , t.
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Proof. If supl |ζl| 6 1/δN then the conclusion is immediate, so assume
this is not the case. Then the assumption implies that
‖β +
t∑
j=1
αjhj‖R/Z 6 m
∑
l
|ζl|+
1
δN
6 (m+ 1) sup
l
|ζl|
for > δN1 . . . Nt values of ~h.
If supl |ζl| 6
δ
2(m+1)
then Lemma A.2 applies, and we conclude that
there is q, 0 < |q| ≪ δ−O(1), such that
‖qαj‖R/Z ≪ sup
l
|ζl|δ
−C/Nj (A.2)
for j = 1, . . . , t. If supl |ζl| >
δ
2(m+1)
then a similar conclusion trivially
holds due to the hypothesis |αj| 6 1/δNj.
In [GT, Proposition 5.3] we argued that we could now set q to 1, but
this is not possible here (basically because the statement of Proposition
A.3 does not follow trivially in the event that some Nj is ≪ δ
−O(1)).
Thankfully, this step was not strictly necessary in the proof of [GT,
Proposition 5.3] either.
Split [ ~N ] into O(δ−O(1)) grids of the form P1 × · · · × Pt, where each
Pj is an arithmetic progression with common difference q and length
between N ′j and 2N
′
j , where N
′
j := cδ
C+1Nj and c > 0 is to be specified
later. By the pigeonhole principle, we can find one of these grids I in
which there are > δ|I| values of ~h such that (A.1) holds. If c is chosen
sufficiently small, then by (A.2) we see that
∑t
j=1 αjhj does not vary
by more than δ
20
supl |ζl| as
~h varies over such a grid.
Now we follow the proof of [GT, Proposition 5.3], concluding that
either supl |ζl| 6 20/δ
2N (in which case the proposition holds) or else
(γ1n1 + · · ·+ γtnt)~n∈I is not cδ
2-equidistributed on the torus (R/Z)m.
Writing I = P1×· · ·×Pt with Pj = xj+ q[N
′′
j ], where N
′
j 6 N
′′
j 6 2N
′
j,
we see that (q(γ1n
′
1+ · · ·+γtn
′
t))~n′∈[ ~N ′′] is not cδ
2-equidistributed on the
torus. Applying Proposition A.1 (with γj replaced by qγj) concludes
the proof. 
Finally, we are ready to deduce Lemma 4.3, the deduction being
along very similar lines to that of [GT, Claim 7.7].
Proof of Lemma 4.3. First apply Proposition A.3 with m′ := m + 1,
β ′ = β, ζ ′ := (ζ, 1), γ′j := (γj, αj) and α
′
j := 0, noting that
β ′ +
t∑
j=1
α′jhj + ζ
′ · {
t∑
j=1
γ′jhj} = β +
t∑
j=1
αjhj + ζ · {
t∑
j=1
γjhj}(mod 1).
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We deduce that either |ζ ′l | ≪ δ
−O(1)/N for all l, in which case (i) holds
and we are done, or else there exists k ∈ Zm and r ∈ Z, not both zero
and with |k|, |r| ≪ δ−O(1), such that ‖k · γj + rαj‖R/Z ≪ δ
−O(1)/Nj for
j = 1, . . . , t. If r = 0 then option (ii) of Lemma 4.3 holds and we are
done, so assume that r 6= 0. Multiplying the assumption of the lemma
through by r we see that for > δN1 . . . Nt values of ~h ∈ [− ~N, ~N ] we
have
‖β˜ +
t∑
j=1
α˜jhj + ζ˜ · {
t∑
j=1
γjhj}‖R/Z ≪ δ
−O(1)/N,
where β˜ := rβ, α˜j := {k · γj + rαj} and ζ˜ := rζ − k. Note that
|α˜j| ≪ δ
−O(1)/Nj. Thus we may apply Proposition A.3 once more to
conclude that either |ζ˜l| ≪ δ
−O(1)/N for l = 1, . . . , m, which implies
(i), or else there is a nonzero k˜ ∈ Zm such that ‖k˜ · γj‖R/Z ≪ δ
−O(1)/Nj
for j = 1, . . . , t, which implies (ii). 
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